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INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS' REPORT ON APPLYING AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES Mr. Carl Jones, Controller Fiscal Affairs Office Northwestern State University Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457 

A NEILL JACKSON, JR, CPA (Rellred) 

We performed the procedures enumerated below on December 5, 1996, which were agreed to by the management of Northwestern State University (NSU) and us to assist the university in its evaluation of the controls in place to ensure that all accounts assigned to Equifax, Risk Management Services, are being properly tracked and agree to the information shown in the records maintained by Northwestern State University. This agreed-upon procedures engagement was performed in accordance with standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The sufficiency of these procedures is solely the responsibility of the specific users of the report. Consequently, we make no representation regarding the sufficiency of the procedures described below either for the purpose for which this report has been requested or tbr any other procedures. 
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Selected all accounts assigned by NSU to Equifax between February 1996 and September 1996 greater than 5;1,000, and traced the assigned balance shown on NSU's system to Equifax's system. Of the one hundred five, representing $165,000, accounts reviewed, problems were noted with seven. In three cases the difference was the result of Equifax adjusting the assigned balance on their system based on a letter from NSU. NSU, however, did not make the adjustments to their system. In one case the difference was the result of Equifax adjusting the assigned balance on their system based on a telephone conversation with individuals at NSU. NSU, however, did not make the adjustment to their system. In three cases Equifax did not have the assigned amounts on their system and was not trying to collect from the students. Based on conversations with Equifax personnel, the errors were the result of a system malfunction earlier in the year. While we were present, Equifax personnel corrected all three accounts to reflect the balances shown by NSU. Selected sixty accounts with adjustments made to their balance between February 1996 and September 1996, and traced the adjustments to the Equifax system and deposit records or other adjustment authorizations made by NSU. 



 


